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1 Introduction
In order to help combat the harmful health effects of sitting for extended periods of time, a
manually powered, portable treadmill solution is presented in this report. This treadmill’s porta-
bility will be due to both the lightweight design and ability to decrease its footprint when not in
use. The primary demographic for this device will be working professionals who currently spend
most of their day in an office chair, thereby giving them the option to walk at a comfortable pace
while working. Other demographics include students at all levels to use in the classroom or the
library, citizens watching television in their living rooms, and elderly persons who do not want to
leave the comfort of their homes to exercise. This project is a continuation of ‘Portable Fitness
Device - Manual Treadmill’, a project in MEMS 411: Senior Design at Washington University in
St. Louis completed by Andrew Bright, Tanner Cooper and David Wolshire [1]. As such, much of
the problem understanding phase in Sec. 2 is derived from this previous work. The primary goal
of this project was to figure out how a flywheel can be coupled to the roller of a foldable treadmill,
and if the design is feasible to be developed further for possible patents and production.
2 Problem Understanding
Using previous research, product development, and customer interviews there are several iden-
tifiable goals to meet during this project. There have been new discoveries in the research of similar
products that may influence decisions made in the design process. The customer needs and target
specifications the prototype should meet are shown in this sections as well.
2.1 Background Information Study
Previous research in similar designs was unable to produce anything that was an accurate com-
parison of what was trying to be accomplished. Many lightweight treadmills were found to be
available in the fitness market, some manually powered while at an incline and others flat and
powered by small electric motors. Newer research has uncovered products similar to this proposed
design and will be discussed shortly. Other aspects including user needs and design metrics will
be addressed in this section as well.
2.1.1 Similar Designs
Research done previously was not able to uncover a similar idea to have a treadmill that could
be easily transported by an individual. However, early in this follow-up design project, a Kick-
starter video of a very similar product was discovered. This product is shown in Figs. 1 & 2 [2].
This treadmill requires an outlet in close proximity to power the electric motor that turns the tread-
mill belt. How this was addressed in the design process is discussed in Sec. 4.
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Figure 1: Walkingpad Kickstarter portable treadmill.
Figure 2: Walkingpad Kickstarter portable treadmill in the folded position.
2.2 User Needs
Many of the desired needs were determined in previous interviews and communication with
the customer. The initial answers and interpreted needs to various question regarding the Fitness
Device (FD) were collected via conference call with Muhammad Elahi on September 7, 2018 and
organized in Table 1. This conversation was in regards to a fitness device that would presumably
be a lightweight and portable treadmill and the interpreted needs were rated on a scale from 1-5,
with 1 being of little importance and 5 being of most importance.
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Table 1: Former customer needs interview questions and interpreted needs [1].
Question Customer Statement Interpreted Need Imp.
Total weight Light enough to be easily carried by adult FD is easy to transport alone 5
How long when in use
Long enough to take a comfortable stride,
but not take up excess space FD is no longer than longest stride 3
How small when not in use Half of extended area/normal size
FD decreases footprint by
half when not in use 5
Manual or powered track
Either, as long as it meets goal
of being portable/changing in size
FD power supply does not
hinder weight/portability 3
Electric or battery powered
Either, maybe battery similar to
hoverboards, reach speeds of 1-3 mph FD has lightweight power supply 3
Portability Importance Number one priority FD has lightweight, compactable frame 5
Core audience
1: Working professionals who sit all day,
2: People who sit on couch and watch TV,
Dream: Students in classroom/library
FD can fit in cubicle in use 5
How loud can it be
Quiet enough to take to library and
not disturb anybody. Portability
is more important than being quiet
FD is quiet 2
How safe for children Needs to be safe for children to be around FD is safe 4
Belt surface material Not sure, up to us and anything is viable
FD belt provides traction
can change surface area 5
The interpreted needs were then assigned a ‘Need Number’ in Table 2 and the importance
ranking is again displayed next to the interpreted need.
Table 2: Former interpreted customer needs and importance ranking [1].
Need Number Interpreted Need Importance
1 FD is easy to transport alone 5
2 FD is no longer than longest stride 4
3 FD is half of longest stride when not in use 5
4 FD power supply does not hinder weight/portability 3
5 FD has lightweight power supply 3
6 FD has lightweight, compactable frame 5
7 FD can fit in cubicle when in use 5
8 FD is quiet 2
9 FD is safe 4
10 FD belt provides traction, can change surface area 5
More detail on previous work will be discussed in Sec. 3 where my design team was able to
accomplish Needs 2, 3, 5, and 9 during MEMS 411. This project will focus on improving on
previously met goals and focus on accomplishing Needs 1, 4, 7 and 8. Needs 6 and 10 are unlikely
to be addressed in this project. Regarding Need 6, the frame will likely be made of wood due to its
availability and ease of construction, making it too heavy to be considered ‘lightweight’. Need 10
is beyond the scope of this project and is more a question of materials science.
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2.3 Design Metrics
The qualitative interpreted needs were assigned quantitative, testable goals in Table 3. Some
goals such as safety and sound output are unlikely to be addressed in this project, but are important
to consider in future design iterations.
Table 3: Target specifications of former interpreted needs [1].
Metric
Number
Associated
Needs Metric Units Acceptable Ideal
1 1, 4, 6 Total weight lbs < 50 < 25
2 2, 7 Total in-use volume ft3 < 9 < 5
3 3, 6 Compacted treadmill length in < 30 < 20
4 2, 7 In-use track length in < 50 < 45
5 1, 4 Low-weight cord/battery lbs < 2 < 1
6 5 Energy input requirement kW < 1 < 0.5
7 8 In-use sound dB < 50 < 40
8 9
Standard for sharpness of
equipment edges UL 1439 binary pass pass
9 9
Standard for design of fitness
equipment in ASTM F2571-15 binary pass pass
10 3, 10 Compact belt area is 1/2 of in-use area binary pass pass
3 Concept Generation
Potential improvement on the results of previous work in generating concepts and prototype
development are presented in the forthcoming sections. One of the more challenging aspects is
choosing the design and properties of the flywheel as it is an integral part of this design approach.
3.1 Previous Design
The previous model of the prototype is shown in Figs. 3 & 4. The biggest problem our group
faced was designing the folding mechanism to try and make the treadmill more portable while not
interfering with the motion of the belt. We ended up using three sets of two hinges attached to one
another which allowed the two halves of the running deck to sit flush with one another. However,
this design was bulky and awkward and needed improving or changing completely.
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Figure 3: Former prototype in the in-use position.
Figure 4: Former prototype in the folded position.
We were unable to find a way to attach a flywheel on the bottom side of the running deck to
the front roller and unable to obtain a belt that would fit the dimensions of our design. The rollers
were made of 4” PVC pipe so there would have been clearance between the belt and the flywheel
and its components. This design was at an incline because research had shown most other manual
treadmills were at an incline to allow gravity to aid in the rotation of the belt. To reduce the area the
treadmill would require while in use, a flat treadmill with a lower profile will likely be considered
in this project.
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3.2 Concept Development
The first thought was the roller and flywheel could be coupled by a belt in some manner. Using
ideas from Harry’s Old Engine Line Shaft, a website describing methods of power transmission
utilizing belts and pulleys, several concepts were developed using a 1/4-turn belt wraps around the
flywheel and a groove cut out in the front roller [3]. Three of these designs are shown in Figs. 5 - 7.
The design in Fig. 5 has the belt traveling directly from the flywheel to the right-center of the front
roller and back to the flywheel. The design in Fig. 6 has an idler pulley between the front roller and
flywheel to help guide the flywheel belt. The design in Fig. 7 has two idler pulleys and is designed
to have the groove in the center of the front roller.
Figure 5: 1/4-turn belt connecting the flywheel and front roller.
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Figure 6: 1/4-turn belt connecting the flywheel and front roller with an idler pulley.
Figure 7: 1/4-turn belt connecting the flywheel and front roller with two idler pulleys.
A recurring issue with these three designs is keeping enough tension in the belt to transmit
power properly. Another issue is manufacturing a groove in the front roller to allow for the flywheel
belt to attach to without interfering with the treadmill belt. Furthermore, the designs in Fig. 5 & 6
have off-center grooves in the front rollers, potentially causing alignment problems if the flywheel
belt tension becomes too great.
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Using some of these ideas, Dr. Potter proposed a design with a timing pelt connecting the
flywheel and front roller by a coupling piece on the front roller and a timing belt pulley on a dead
axle. This design is in Fig. 8. In this design, the timing belt pulley is directly attached to the
flywheel and the flywheel has a gear pattern along the outer edge. A pinion connects a small motor
used to drive the flywheel. A more detailed drawing of the front roller with the coupling is shown
in Fig. 9.
Figure 8: Timing belt and pinion design with a motor-driven flywheel.
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Figure 9: Front roller of timing belt design showing the coupling piece for the front roller.
3.3 Concept Selection
The design using a timing belt and coupling seem most promising. However, some modifica-
tions will be made to decrease stresses on some parts and further separate this design from other
products currently on the market. To help decrease deflection of the dead axle, the timing belt
pulley will be closer to the top of the dead axle (i.e. not directly attached to the flywheel). There
will be several bolts connecting the timing belt pulley and flywheel so they rotate together. The
flywheel motion will be driven by the rotation of the front roller alone, not a small motor connected
by a pinion.
3.4 Flywheel Design
The size of the flywheel is limited by the width of the running deck. For a smaller treadmill, a
running deck between 18”-20” is rather common. Therefore, the flywheel will be 16” in diameter
to allow for some clearance between it and the frame. Optimally, the flywheel will be lightweight
and have most of its mass located near the outer edge to maximize the inertia it can provide while
limiting the additional weight.
A large question in the design of the flywheel was how much rotational kinetic energy it must
provide to the system to keep the belt in motion. At the most basic level, rotational kinetic energy
Kr is
Kr =
1
2
Iω2, (1)
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where I is the mass moment of inertia and ω is the objects angular velocity. The angular velocity
will be assumed constant based on an assumed walking speed of 3 mph by the user. To find the
required mass moment of inertia it must first be determined how much kinetic energy will be
required from the flywheel.
There are several forms of energy in the system: (1) the energy input by the user’s feet to
start the treadmill, (2) potential energy from an inclined running deck (if applicable), (3) rotational
energy by the flywheel, and (4) the frictional losses, mainly between the treadmill belt and running
deck. The initial energy input by the user is presented first.
Firstly, the number of steps taken per second was esitmated from a study in Medicine & Science
in Sports & Exercise where the average stride length of 5 male and 5 female subjects was found to
be (0.80± 0.07)m [4]. An average walking speed of 3 mph (80 m/min) is assumed. The number
of steps taken per second can then be found as
80m/min
(0.80±0.07)strides/m =
(
100+9.56−8.05
)
strides/min≈ 1.67steps/sec.
Equivalently, one step takes approximately 0.6 seconds.
The ground reaction force (GRF) is essentially the downward force of one foot throughout a
stride relative to a person’s body weight. The vertical GRF in percent body weight (% BW) was
evaluated over a stride length in a publication in the Brazilian Journal of Physical Therapy and the
result is shown in Fig. 10 [5].
Figure 10: Vertical GRF for one stride with zero body weight support.
There are two distinct peaks at approximately 25 % and 75 % the time it takes for one stride to
complete and one valley at approximately 45 % through a stride. The peaks have a vertical GRF of
104 % and 94 %, respectively and the valley has a vertical GRF of 76 %. Through trial and error
varying parameters of a sine function, the GRF curve produced in the article was translated to GRF
as a function of time was found as
%GRF(t) =
3
8
[
sin15t+3cos
(
5.3t− pi
2
)]
0≤ t ≤ 0.61s. (2)
Recall the average time it takes for one step is 0.6 s, which is where Eq. 2 is valid. Equation 2 has
t-intercepts at 0 s and 0.61 s, a first peak at t = 0.158 s and GRF = 109.7 %, a valley at t = 0.325 s
and GRF = 74.2 %, and a second peak at t = 0.461 s and GRF = 94.5 %.
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To obtain GRF as a function of space (%GRF(x)) for one stride length, the parameters of a sine
function were varied again and it was found that
%GRF(x) =
3
8
[
sin(11.2x)+3cos
(
3.95x− pi
2
)]
0≤ x≤ 0.818. (3)
Recall the average stride length is around 0.8 m, which is where Eq. 3 is valid. Equation 3 has
x-intercepts at 0 m and 0.818 m, a first peak at x = 0.211 m and GRF = 109.6 %, a valley at x =
0.434 m and GRF = 74.3 %, and a second peak at x= 0.617 m and GRF = 94.9 %.
Therefore, the energy initially added to the system from the user over the course of one stride
WT can by found by integrating Eq. 3 multiplied by the person’s weight, and either the angle of the
treadmill or the angle of directed force using a support belt (if the treadmill is flat). If we assume a
person weighs 850 N (191 lbs) and the angle of the treadmill or support belt force is β = 8°, then
WT =
∫ x
0
mg ·%GRF(x)sinβdx
=
∫ 0.818
0
850N · 3
8
[
sin(11.2x)+3cos
(
3.95x− pi
2
)]
sin8°dx
= 75J.
(4)
If the treadmill is at an incline, there is an added energy to the system based on the elevation
change of the user. Assuming a slight incline of 8° and a stride length of 0.8 m, the change in
height is 0.114 m. Thus, the gain from potential energy P is
P= mgh
= 850N ·0.114m
= 97J.
(5)
Lastly, there are frictional losses that need to be considered. The largest source of friction
is presumably between the treadmill belt and the running deck. Friction of the rollers and other
aspects of the treadmill will be treated as negligible. Assuming a lower friction coefficient of
µ = 0.2 between the belt and the waxed running deck and the friction occurs in the exact opposite
direction as the motion of the treadmill belt at an angle φ = 180°, the frictional losses Wf can be
found as
Wf =
∫ x
0
fdx
=
∫ 0.818
0
µmgcosφdx
=
∫ 0.818
0
0.2 ·850N · cos(180°)dx
=−139J.
(6)
The goal of the flywheel is to limit the change in angular velocity ω , even though the torque
of the system will vary over time, and therefore vary over stride length x and flywheel angle θ
assuming the flywheel and roller are well coupled. The flywheel does not provide any energy itself
when in steady state. A derivation of the flywheel inertia is presented here, provided by Norton’s
Machine Design [6]. Using Newton’s laws for the flywheel/timing belt system
11
∑T = Iα = Iω dωdθ , (7)
where α , the angular velocity of the flywheel, was found by
α =
dω
dt
=
dω
dt
dθ
dθ
= ω
dω
dθ
.
Separating variables in Eq. 7 and integrating over respective limits,
Tdθ = Iωdω (8a)∫ θ@ωmax
θ@ωmin
Tdθ = I
∫ ωmax
ωmin
ωdω (8b)∫ θ@ωmax
θ@ωmin
Tdθ =
1
2
I(ω2max−ω2min) (8c)
The fluctuation in rotational speed ω is
Fl = ωmax−ωmin. (9)
This can be normalized by dividing by the average rotational speed ωavg. The result is the coeffi-
cient of fluctuation C f and is expressed as
C f =
ωmax−ωmin
ωavg
. (10)
Recall the right-hand side of Eq. 8c is the rotational kinetic energy Kr. Factoring this, we see
Kr =
1
2
I(ω2max−ω2min) =
1
2
I(ωmax +ωmin)(ωmax−ωmin). (11)
Assuming the average rotational speed of the flywheel is simply half the simple mean of the max-
imum and minimum rotational speed,
ωavg =
ωmax +ωmin
2
. (12)
Inserting Eqs. 10 & 12 into Eq. 11 and solving for the mass moment of inertia,
Kr =
1
2
I(2ωavg)(C fωavg) (13a)
I =
Kr
C fωavg2
. (13b)
Substituting the torque integral back in for rotational kinetic energy,
I =
∫ θ@ωmax
θ@ωmin
Tdθ
C fωavg2
. (14)
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In short, the main conclusion is that the only way to extract kinetic energy from the flywheel
is to slow it down. Adding kinetic energy to the flywheel will then speed it back up and the
process repeats itself. The desired speed fluctuation ωmax−ωmin is chosen. The smaller this value,
the larger the flywheel must be. It will be assumed the speed fluctuation is ±5%. Assuming an
average walking speed of 3 mph, the angular velocity of the flywheel is 24.7 rad/s using the gear
ratios in the MATLAB script in App. B.2. Thus,
I =
∫ θ@ωmax
θ@ωmin
Tdθ(
ωmax−ωmin
ωavg
)
ω2avg
=
∫ θ@ωmax
θ@ωmin
Tdθ(
25.935rad/s−23.465rad/s
24.7rad/s
)
(24.7rad/s)2
=
∫ θ@ωmax
θ@ωmin
Tdθ
61
(15)
To determine the torque T , the force along the direction of the belt F must be found. From a
free-body diagram of the treadmill at an angle θ = 8°, the force in the direction of the belt velocity
can be found as
F(t) = GRF(t)(sinθ −µ cosθ). (16)
Using gear ratios, the torque on the flywheel pulley Tpulley from F(t) is
Tpulley(t) = F(t)
dpulley
dcoupling
. (17)
The time span of interest is when the angular speed of the flywheel ω is between it’s minimum
and maximum. Recall the curve in Fig. 10, described by Eq. 2, is for one foot. The same curve
can be plotted 180° out of phase to account for the GRF of the other foot. It will be assumed the
second foot will begin to make contact with the ground at shortly after the second peak in Fig. 10,
occurring at approximately t = 0.46 s. Therefore, the GRF equation for the second foot is
%GRF(t) =
3
8
[
sin(15(t−0.46))+3cos
(
5.3(t−0.46)− pi
2
)]
0.46≤ t ≤ 1.07s. (18)
Ideally, the two GRF(t) equations in Eqs. 2 & 18 could be shifted downward until the average
GRF, and therefore torque on the flywheel pulley, is at zero. This is because in steady state, it
is assumed the net torque on the flywheel pulley would average out to zero due to no long-term
angular acceleration. The GRF component along the belt adds energy by doing positive work,
and the friction between the belt and deck and elsewhere (other friction, losses in bearings, belt
bending and unbending, etc.) do negative work. The two curves could be added together and used
in Eq. 16 as the net GRF. This net F(t) value would then be used in Eq. 17 to determine where
the largest “hump” in the torque curve would be. However, the interval constraints where the two
GRF(t) functions are valid do not allow for this to result in an accurate torque curve over an entire
stride cycle. Thus, a visual estimation will be used to approximate the location of the “hump” in
the torque curve.
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After inserting known or assumed values into Eq. 17, without loss of generality, the torque
curves for each foot are
Tleft(t) = 0.034
[
sin15t+3cos
(
5.3t− pi
2
)]
0≤ t ≤ 0.61s (19)
Tright(t) = 0.034
[
sin(15(t−0.46))+3cos
(
5.3(t−0.46)− pi
2
)]
0.46≤ t ≤ 1.07s (20)
The largest “hump” in the net torque curve occurs approximately between t = 0.48s and t = 0.56s.
If it is assumed the change in ω is small enough to consider constant, the change in flywheel angle
∆θ can be approximated as
∆θ ≈ ωavg∆t. (21)
Therefore, Eq. 15 becomes
I =
ωavg
61
∫ t2
t1
T (t)dt
=
24.7
61
∫ 0.56
0.48
Tleft(t)+Tright(t)dt
= 0.004kg ·m2
(22)
Optimally, the flywheel should be a light, thin disk with added weights near the outer edge.
The moment of inertia of a point mass m located a distance R from the center of rotation is
I = mR2. (23)
For the 16” flywheel, the moment of inertia is
I = mR2 = m(0.2032m)2 = 0.04m. (24)
Setting Eqs. 22 & 24 equal, the total mass added to the flywheel would have to be m= 0.1 kg.
This is rather light and if the assumptions presented thus far are accurate, there is likely no need to
add further masses to the flywheel. It is also entirely possible the assumptions made to this point
are an inaccurate representation of reality, especially in the expressions for GRF(x), GRF(t) and
the torque expressions dependent on GRF. Moving forward, a reasonable mass or masses may be
added to the flywheel in prototype construction to test the feasibility of this concept.
4 Concept Embodiment
Most manually powered treadmills that were found when researching similar products were all
at an incline to allow gravity to help propel the belt. Many of these treadmills had flywheels on both
ends of the front roller to increase angular momentum and provide a more constant belt velocity
when the treadmill is in use. The treadmills that were flat were all electrically powered. Therefore,
it was determined that a flat treadmill with a flywheel not integral with the roller, allowing it to be
much larger in diameter, may be a novel solution and should be developed.
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4.1 Proof of Concept: Part 1
The first idea that was pursued involved using the rear portion of a single speed bicycle, the
threads on the spindle shaft, and a miter gear to connect the spindle and front axle of the treadmill.
It was hoped the turning of the front axle would cause the spindle shaft to rotate (via the miter
gear), therefore turning the rear wheel of the bike to act as the flywheel. There were two desired
functions to test: 1) the front axle rotation must be able to cause the rear wheel to turn and 2)
a rough model of the treadmill should be able to fold in half with a bicycle-wheel sized object
attached to the front half of the walking platform.
Figure 11 shows the rear section of a boys BMX bicycle with 18” wheels suspended by two
hook screws. The front end was removed and and the pedals sawed off to expose the threads on
the spindle which can be seen in Fig. 12.
Figure 11: Initial flywheel concept using a rear bicycle wheel.
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Figure 12: Spindle and roller threads that would connect via miter gear for initial flywheel
concept using a rear bicycle wheel.
Shortly after this was constructed, the Kickstarter video [2] discussed in Sec. 2.1.1 was found,
leading to the realization that this type of design would be much too bulky to compete in this sector
of the treadmill market. Thus, no more effort was put into this idea and another design concept
had to be pursued.
4.2 Proof of Concept: Part 2
Initially, it was thought that the flywheel could be a laser-cut gear with a small motor attached
by a pinion gear. However, after some more thought, it was decided that a motorless design would
help to differentiate this product from others currently on the market. Instead, we pursued an idea
to use a timing belt to connect the roller to the flywheel.
Before moving on to building a prototype, a quick solution to solve the problem of folding
the MDF running deck in half was attempted. As seen in Figs. 13 & 14, the folding mechanism
was accomplished simply by fiberglass tape. It seemed to hold up remarkably well for as simple
a solution as it was. One big disadvantage of the tape solution is it is not able to handle large
amounts of torque, specifically during the folding process and when it is completely folded. The
design process moved forward using this solution.
16
Figure 13: Unfolded MDF running deck connected by fiberglass tape.
Figure 14: Folded MDF running deck connected by fiberglass tape.
4.3 Initial Embodiment
When the folding mechanism was proven to be an effective solution to decrease the treadmill’s
footprint by half when not in use, a full CAD model was developed in SolidWorks and is shown
in Fig. 15. An assembled view with bill of materials is shown in Fig. 16 and an exploded view is
shown in Fig. 17.
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Figure 15: CAD embodiment of a portable treadmill featuring a flywheel and timing belt.
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Figure 16: Assembly view of the portable treadmill with bill of materials.
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Figure 17: Exploded view of the portable treadmill with balloon callouts.
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An L-series timing belt pulley from McMaster Carr was modified to suit the design needs for
this project to account for bearings and fasteners between the pulley and flywheel and is shown
in Fig. 18. The coupling for the front roller is shown in Fig. 19 and was designed to connect two
pieces of 2.5” Schedule 40 PVC pipe, hold two bearings inside, and have the appropriate number
of teeth so a timing belt could be connected between it and the flywheel timing belt pulley. The
front roller assembly is shown in Fig. 20. It has an end cap on either end, a 1/2”-diameter D-profile
shaft and a bracket that connects the roller to the frame of the treadmill. There are 3”-long 1/4-
20 bolts that connect the front roller to the bracket via the 1/2” shaft and have the capability to
increase or decrease the horizontal distance between the roller and running deck, allowing tension
adjustments of the timing belt. The flywheel is shown in Fig. 21.
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Figure 18: CAD embodiment of the timing belt pulley that connects to the front roller.
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Figure 19: CAD embodiment of the coupling component of the front roller.
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Figure 20: CAD embodiment of the front roller assembly.
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Figure 21: CAD embodiment of the flywheel of a portable treadmill.
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5 Prototype Development
Using the CAD model as a guide, a wooden frame was attached to the edges of the running
deck. Holes were drilled through the frame where the axles of the rollers could pass through and
supports were put on the bottom side of the running deck near the middle to support the load of the
user. A 1” hole was counterbored on the front half of the running deck for the 1/2” bolt that acts
as a dead axle for the flywheel and timing belt pulley to spin about. The unfolded view is shown
in Fig. 22 and two folded views are shown in Figs. 23 & 24.
Figure 22: Side view of the running deck and treadmill frame when unfolded.
Figure 23: Side view of the running deck and treadmill frame when folded.
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Figure 24: Rear view of the running deck and treadmill frame when folded showing middle
supports.
To allow for more range in the horizontal movement of both the front and rear rollers to adjust
the tension of the timing belt and the treadmill belt, the holes that were drilled in the frame for the
axle to pass through were cut out to make slots. The two axles for the rollers had threaded holes
machined through them for the bolts that connect the roller assembly and bracket. Bearings were
placed in the 3D-printed end caps and coupling by using superglue and the coupling and end caps
were attached to the rollers with PVC cement. Wood was used to connect the rollers to the frame
by screws. These implementations are shown in Figs. 25 & 26
Figure 25: Side view of the treadmill with rollers attached and slots in the frame.
Figure 26: Front view of the treadmill when folded with rollers attached.
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The flywheel and timing belt pulley were attached to the 1/2” bolt in the front half of the
running deck as shown in Fig. 27. A thrust bearing and ball bearing were placed between the
bottom side of the running deck and timing belt pulley, with the thrust bearing between the ball
bearing and running deck. There are thrust bearings and a PVC spacer between the timing belt
pulley and flywheel. On the bottom of the flywheel is a roller bearing, thrust bearing and hex nut.
There are three 2”-long 10-28 screws connecting the timing belt pulley and flywheel.
Figure 27: Flywheel and timing belt pulley (upside down view).
Figure 28 shows a bottom view of the flywheel/timing belt pulley connected to the coupling of
the front roller by a 32” L-series timing belt. There was not enough clearance between the timing
belt and flywheel, so the clear tube with a piece of small diameter PVC pipe was placed between
the front roller and flywheel. This was able to act as an idler roller and create a small clearance
between the flywheel and timing belt.
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Figure 28: Bottom view of the flywheel connected to the front roller.
6 Experimental Results
Though all parts were assembled as according to plan and very similar to the CAD embodiment,
there was an issue with the tension in the timing belt that caused the 1/2” bolt to not remain
perpendicular to the running deck (which can be partially seen by the timing belt pulley not being
perfectly parallel to the running deck in Fig. 27). This caused the rotational plane of the flywheel
to be at an angle relative to the running deck, leading to interference between the flywheel and
timing belt. The bottom of the counterbored hole in the running deck was made as flat as possible,
but if it were not completely flat this could have contributed to the misalignment of the bolt. To try
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and hold the bolt in place and keep it perpendicular to the running deck, hot glue was used to try
and fill the space between the counterbore and 1/2” bolt. This did help in leveling out the rotational
plane of the flywheel but was not able to eliminate the interference issue. I was not able to find
an easy/simple solution that would provide more support to the bolt with the time or materials on
hand.
Compared to previous work, this design was much easier for one person to transport by them-
selves due to the improved geometry and decrease in weight. This design currently weighs ap-
proximately 20 lbs and, with a simple addition of clasps to hold the two halves of the running deck
together when folded and a handle on the center supports, could easily be carried like a large tote
bag. Referring to Table 2, this design satisfies Needs 1-5, 7, and 8. The power supply is a combina-
tion of the user and the flywheel’s rotational inertia, making for a rather quiet design. This design
was able to implement a relatively large diameter flywheel in a way that does not hinder portability
of the treadmill and is also lightweight. If clearance issues and support of the flywheel axle can be
solved this design can be fully tested, allowing for full proof of concept of the flywheel and timing
belt concept.
7 Future Work
The treadmill belt was not placed on the assembly due to this interference issue caused by the
1/2” bolt the flywheel rotated around not remaining perpendicular to the running deck. I believe
finding a solution to this should be the first step taken in future work, either by finding a means to
better support the 1/2” bolt or by redesigning the axle assembly the timing belt pulley and flywheel
spin about. Furthermore, there were no weights added to the flywheel because the bolt alignment
issue was not able to be solved. It was thought the weights should be placed on the top of the
flywheel and very near the outer edge to create as much rotational inertia as possible. However,
with the close tolerance between the flywheel and timing belt this is likely not to be a workable
solution. The weights would likely have to be installed either on the top side of the flywheel
and at least 1”-2” from the outer edge or on the bottom side of the flywheel within the ∼1/2”
clearance between the flywheel and treadmill belt. If the size of the rollers were increased there
could be more clearance for the weights between the bottom of the flywheel and the treadmill belt.
Decreasing the diameter of the coupling could help clearance issues between the flywheel/added
masses and the timing belt.
The folding mechanism may also be improved upon. A stronger adhesive such as carbon fiber
tape should be tested and compared to the fiberglass tape used in this project. Some recommended
tests to conduct would be stress tests (especially when it is folded) and failure tests to see how
many times it can be folded and unfolded before losing a significant amount of adhesive strength.
There should also be weight limit tests to see when the middle supports fail and when the MDF
running deck fails. At 215 lbs, I was able to comfortably stand and walk around on the current
design.
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Appendix A Cost Accounting Worksheet
Parts that were purchased were kept track of and are listed in Table A1. There are several parts
that were used but not purchased. Parts that were 3D-printed include the end caps for the rollers,
timing belt pulley, and coupling for the front roller. The 10-32 bolts, various nuts and washers,
treadmill belt, fiberglass tape, and all wooden parts were repurposed or taken from supplies that
were on hand.
Table A1: Cost accounting worksheet of purchased parts
Part Source Part Number Description Unit Price Quantity Total Price
1 MDF Board Menards 127032 1/2” × 2’ × 4’ 8.27 1 8.27
2 D-profile shaft McMaster 8632T8 1/2” × 24” 17.40 2 34.80
3 Thrust Bearing McMaster 5906K512 3/4” O.D. 0.84 5 4.20
4 Bolt for rollers McMaster 2028345 3”, 1/4-20 0.39 5 1.95
5 Timing Belt McMaster 6484K154 L-series 32.2” 15.82 1 15.82
6 Treadmill Wax TreadLife Fitness B00XKA6YUW 4 oz., 100% Silicone 9.95 1 9.95
7 Ball Bearing McMaster 60355K505 1.125” O.D. 6.27 1 6.27
8 Bolt McMaster 62567 3”, 1/2-20, partially threaded 5.39 1 5.39
9 Flywheel Pololu 16”, 1/4” ABS, laser cut 72.00 1 72.00
10 PVC Miracle Supply Co. 2.5” Schedule 40, 10’ 13.85 1 13.85
11 Roller Bearing McMaster 590K31 15/16” O.D. 3.23 1 6.46
Total 179.96
Appendix B Flywheel calculations
This section shows the MATLAB script used to calculate the rotational speed of various com-
ponents on the treadmill using standard gear ratios. The first script shows calculations that would
have been used with the first proof of concept idea of using a miter gear and a bicycle wheel. The
second script shows calculations of the second design that was pursued during this project.
B.1 POC 1 Motorized Flywheel MATLAB Script
1 clear all;
2 close all;
3 clc;
4
5 % standard treadmill parts
6 r_roller = 0.0254; % [m]
7 v_belt = 1.34; % [m/s]
8
9 % 90-degree bevel gears
10 n_gear_roller = 20;
11 n_gear_spindle = 20;
12
13 % use boy’s BMX bike?
14 n_chainring = 16;
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15 n_rearcog = 44;
16 r_wheel = 0.0254*(29/2); % [m] actually radius of rim
17
18 % AC induction motor
19 r_shaft = 0.0254*(3/8); % [m] actually roller on shaft
20
21 % derived quantities
22 w_roller = v_belt/r_roller
23 w_spindle = w_roller*(n_gear_roller/n_gear_spindle)
24 w_wheel = w_spindle*(n_chainring/n_rearcog)
25 w_motor = w_wheel*(r_wheel/r_shaft)
26
27 rps2rpm =@(rps) (rps*60)/(2*pi);
28 rps2rpm(w_roller)
29 rps2rpm(w_spindle)
30 rps2rpm(w_wheel)
31 rps2rpm(w_motor)
B.2 POC 2 Motorless Flywheel MATLAB Script
1 clear all;
2 close all;
3 clc;
4
5 % standard treadmill parts
6 d_roller = 0.073025; % [m] (2.875 in)
7 v_belt = 1.34; % [m/s] (3 mph)
8
9 % Flywheel component parts
10 d_cuppling = 0.04892; % [m] (1.926 in)
11 d_pulley = 0.07277; % [m] (2.865 in)
12 d_flywheel = 0.4064; % [m] (16 in)
13
14 % Ratios
15 w_coupling = v_belt/(d_roller/2);
16 w_pulley = w_coupling*d_cuppling/d_pulley;
17 w_flywheel = w_pulley;
18
19 rps2rpm =@(rps) (rps*60)/(2*pi);
20 rps2rpm(w_coupling)
21 rps2rpm(w_pulley)
22 rps2rpm(w_flywheel)
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